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Abstract

In this paper, an internal design model called FunState (functions driven by state machines) is presented that enables the representation of different types of system components and scheduling mechanisms using a mixture of functional programming and state machines.

It is shown here how properties relevant for scheduling and verification of specification models like boolean dataflow, cyclostatic dataflow, synchronous dataflow, marked graphs, and communicating state machines as well as Petri nets may be represented in the FunState model. Examples of methods suited for FunState are described, such as scheduling and verification. They are based on the representation of the model’s state transitions in form of a periodic graph.

1 Introduction

In the design of complex embedded systems, the specification of the functional and timing behavior necessitates a mixture of different basic models of computation and communication which come from transformative or reactive domains. On the other hand, we are faced with an increasing heterogeneity in the implementation.

This heterogeneity caused a broad range of allocation, binding, and scheduling policies in hardware and software implementations. Recently, a methodology has been designed to deal with the modeling problem of complex embedded systems for the purpose of scheduling and verification. Extensions are provided which enable hierarchical representations and support abstraction mechanisms.

To justify the approach, efficient verification and scheduling methods are described and several examples are given. The following new results are described in the paper:

- The FunState representation is defined which serves as an internal representation of heterogeneous embedded systems for the purpose of scheduling and verification. Extensions are provided which enable hierarchical representations and support abstraction mechanisms.
- As the FunState model explicitly separates control and data flow, properties of many different models of computation can be represented, such as communicating finite state machines, marked graphs, synchronous, cyclo-static, dynamic dataflow graphs, and Petri nets. In contrast to other approaches, constraints and refinements as occurring in a typical design process can be represented directly in the model. Examples are different scheduling policies such as static scheduling, quasi-static scheduling, and constant-rate scheduling.
- The methods which will be described in this paper are based on the representation of a state space in form of a regular state transition graph, i.e., the state transition graph of a regular state machine. These dynamic or periodic graphs are theoretically well investigated. The simplicity of the underlying semantics distinguishes the presented representation from other approaches.

2 Related Work

In many applications such as embedded systems, the transformative domain (data processing, stream processing) and the reactive domain (reaction to discrete events, control flow) are tightly interwoven. Application examples include mode and parameter control of dataflow processing systems, system configuration and initialization, e.g., in packet-based transmission systems [14], wireless modems [6], etc.

It is not possible to give here an overview of all specification models which have been proposed in this area. Many of them will be covered in later sections when we relate FunState to other models of computation. An overview and classification of different models of computation including discrete-event, reactive, and dataflow models is given in [23].

In the SPI model [38, 39], the control information is communicated using data tokens. Two similar approaches are Huß’s codesign model CDM [4] and Elles’ conditional process graph [10]. Many other research groups independently proposed models that separate data and control flow. These are, for example, SDL [31], codesign finite state machines (CFSMs) [2], combining synchronous dataflow (SDF) [25] with finite state machines (FSMs) [29, 14] and program
state machines [36]. Most of these approaches have limited com-
posability as control and data flow cannot be mixed arbitrarily in the
hierarchical levels.

Also in this area, graphical formalisms based on extensions of
classical FSMs like hierarchical, concurrent FSMs as introduced by
Harel [16] with many variants [26, 37] have been developed. In the
implementation of i-Logix Inc., the dataflow aspect is covered in a
separate domain called activity-chart. In *charts [6, 13], unlike stat-
echarts, CFSMs, and other concurrent hierarchical FSMs, no model
of concurrency is defined a priori. Instead, the goal is to show how to
embed FSMs within a variety of concurrency models, i.e., dataflow
models, discrete-event models, and the synchronous/reactive model.

Whereas these authors favor the systematic combination of
disjoint semantics often combined with abstract graphical models
(block diagrams), e.g. [6], others seek for a consistent semantics
for specification of the complete system, for example the COSYMA
system [12] and the OLYMPUS system [9].

Complementary to the above approaches, the FunState internal
model attempts to reduce the design complexity by representing only
those characteristics of a heterogeneous input specification which
are relevant to certain design methods, in particular scheduling and
verification. Therefore, the primary purpose is not to provide a uni-
fying algorithm specification.

Besides the usual requirements for specification models such as
composability, hierarchical structure, well-defined semantics and
adaptation to the heterogeneity present in the application domain,
we require four further properties. (1) The properties of different
specification models (computer languages, block diagrams) relevant
to certain design methods should be representable in the internal
model. (2) The internal model must support abstraction mechanisms
as necessary for the design of complex systems. (3) The internal
model should support refinement such that results in the design pro-
cess can be incorporated into the model, e.g., scheduling decisions
reducing the degree of non-determinism or back-annotation of com-
putation times of tasks.

3 The Basic FunState Model

At first, the basic non-hierarchical FunState model is explained. The
activation of functions in a network is controlled by a finite state ma-
chine, similar to the semantics of activity-charts in statecharts imple-
mentations, see [17]. In contrast to dataflow models of computation,
functions (or actors) are not autonomous.

**Definition 3.1** The basic untimed FunState component consists of a
network \(N\) and a finite state machine \(M\). The network \(N = \langle \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{E}\rangle\) itself contains a set of storage units \(s \in \mathcal{S}\), a set of functions \(f \in \mathcal{F}\), and a set of directed edges \(e \in \mathcal{E}\) where \(\mathcal{E} \subseteq (\mathcal{F} \times \mathcal{S}) \cup (\mathcal{S} \times \mathcal{F})\).

Data is represented by *valued tokens*. Storage units and functions
form a bipartite graph. In other words, there are no edges connecting
two storage units or two functions.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a simple FunState model. The upper
part represents the network \(N\) containing storage units \(q_1, q_2, q_3\), and
\(q_4\) with 1, 2, 0, and 3 tokens, respectively, and functions \(f_1, f_2, f_3\).
The lower part contains a finite state machine, in this example
with just one state and three transition edges. Details concerning the
behavior of the FunState model are described below.

3.1 Elements of the Network

3.1.1 Storage Units

For the sake of simplicity, only two sorts of storage elements are
introduced here, namely queues and registers.

**Queues** have FIFO (first in first out) behavior and unbounded length.
They store tokens which are added (removed) via incoming (out-
going) edges. The tokens represent data flowing through the network.

3.2 State Machine

There are many different possibilities to specify the finite state ma-
chine \(M\) which controls the activation of embedded components or
functions. In order to facilitate analysis, scheduling, and the concept of
hierarchy, a synchronous/reactive model is chosen. In particular,
the model is similar to ARGOS [26] developed at IMAG (Grenoble).
It resembles the statecharts formalism by Harel [16, 17] but resolves
regular dependencies using fixed point semantics.

Transitions are labeled with conditions and actions. Conditions
are predicates on storage units \(s \in \mathcal{S}\) in the network. These predic-
cates very often only concern the number of tokens in a queue, e.g.,
\(q_3 > q_2\) for some integer variable \(v\). Again, this variable may repre-
sent a deterministic value or a random process, possibly constrained.
A transition is enabled if the corresponding predicate is *true*. The
action consists of a set of the names of those functions which are
activated when the transition is taken.

Fig. 3 shows the example of a simple automaton. The transition
\(t\) is taken if the automaton is in its initial state, if there are at least
3 tokens in queue \(q_1\), and if the value of the second token is less
than 1.5. At the same time instant, functions named \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are activated.

\[
\text{initial state} \quad \xrightarrow{\text{transition } t} \quad \text{action}
\]

Figure 3: Part of a simple automaton \( M \) of some component.

### 3.3 Operational Semantics of the Flat Model

Until now, we have not described how the state machine and the network interact. At first, the current state \( x_0 \) of the state machine is set to its initial state \( x_0 \). All queues and registers are filled with initial tokens and values. Then the following steps are executed in turn:

1. **Predicate evaluation:** All predicates over storage units used in conditions of transitions originating from the currently active state of the state machine are evaluated. (2) **Check for possible progress:** If there is no enabled transition, i.e., no one with a satisfied predicate, the execution is stopped. (3) **State machine reaction:** One non-deterministically chosen enabled state transition is taken of which the source is the current state. All functions in the corresponding action set are activated. (4) **Function firing:** All activated functions are fired in non-deterministic order. A fired function removes tokens (reads values) from its input storage units and adds tokens (writes values) to its output storage units.\footnote{It may happen that a function tries to remove tokens from an empty queue. There are many possibilities to deal with such a case. One may even apply the verification methods described later on in order to statically prove that this cannot happen at runtime.}

### 4 Model Extensions

In order to allow for refinement, abstraction, and hierarchy, the basic model can be extended using the following principles:

- The state machine \( M \) can be hierarchical, similar to ARGOS [26]. To this end, XOR and AND decompositions as well as signals are introduced.
- The network \( N \) can also contain embedded components and interfaces through which a component exchanges values and tokens with the component into which it is embedded. The state machine can send signals to embedded components.
- The hierarchy can be nested arbitrarily deep. The semantics of the hierarchical model can be given through a simple flattening operation [35]. The concept of hierarchy does not complicate the semantics.

An example for the relation between a FunState model and its computational model is given in Fig. 5. The numbers of tokens in queues \( q_k \) correspond to the respective vector elements \( b_k \).

### 5 Regular State Machines

The purpose of this section is to introduce the underlying computational model of FunState. It serves as the basis for the methods derived in this paper, i.e., verification and scheduling. Because of the simplicity of this model and its thorough investigation in combinatorial mathematics, many further results can be expected in the future.

The model is introduced in its simplest form. In particular, we start from the following class of FunState models: (1) The conditions in the FunState model do not contain data dependencies, i.e., the free variables in predicates denote numbers of tokens in queues only. (2) We suppose that the hierarchy of components has been unfolded using the techniques described above. (3) The functions have constant consumption and production rates \( c \) and \( p \), respectively.

An example for the relation between a FunState model and its computational model is given in Fig. 5. The numbers of tokens in queues \( q_k \) correspond to the respective vector elements \( b_k \).
$P(a, I_1) = true$. After the transition, the FunState model is in state $x_2 = (y_2, I_1 + d(a))$.

The model is similar to that of vector addition systems or Petri nets. But in our case, there are several nodes for each index point $I$. Moreover, many results from combinatorial mathematics are known for the class of periodic graphs considered here, e.g., [1, 19, 28].

6 Relationship to Other Models

As the FunState model serves as an internal representation, properties relevant to scheduling and verification of different input specifications should be easily representable.

The modeling power of FunState is coming neither from the concept of hierarchical or parallel automata (as they can be transformed to simple automata without signals) nor from the concept of embedded components (as they can be flattened). Instead, the partition into a purely reactive part (state machine) without computations and a passive functional part is the main source for this capability.

On the other hand, it cannot be expected that efficient analysis, code generation, and scheduling techniques exist in general. As it will be seen, the combination of embedded components, refinement and abstraction mechanisms leads to a new approach to solving these complex problems.

The following comparison may lead to useful application or domain specific restrictions of the FunState model. This is one of the major capabilities which leads to efficient methods for this model of computation.

6.1 Communicating Finite State Machines

Basic concepts of statechart-like [16] specifications and synchronous parallel state machines like ARGOS [26] are directly included as the FunState model supports AND and XOR substates. As two further examples, the communication mechanisms of the POLIS [2] model for specification and design of embedded systems and those of the communicating finite state machines are described in some detail.

Communicating Finite State Machines In the case of a communicating finite state machine, e.g., as in SDL process networks [31], asynchronously operating finite state machines communicate via FIFO ordered queues. An FSM $M_1$ can write a value into a queue $q$ during a transition. An FSM $M_2$ can guard its transitions with predicates on the value of the first element in the queue $q#1$. If the transition is taken, the element is removed from the queue.

In the FunState model, the finite state machines can be embedded into components, e.g., $C_1$ and $C_2$ for $M_1$ and $M_2$. Writing into and removing from queues can be modeled using functions, e.g., $f_1$ and $f_2$, with production and consumption rates of $1$. The asynchronous reactions of the finite state machines are implemented using a finite state machine $M$ in the top component with one state and loops for each finite state machine, see Fig. 6.

![Figure 6: Representation of communicating finite state machines in the FunState model.](image)

**POLIS** The POLIS model [2] has been invented for designing control dominated embedded systems. Here, it will be shown how the communication mechanism can be represented in the FunState model. All finite state machines (FSMs) operate asynchronously, here $M_1$ and $M_2$. They communicate via single element buffers, e.g., $q$. If an FSM $M_1$ writes into this buffer, the old value is replaced by a new one. Reading from the buffer is non-destructive. This communication model can be represented as shown in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7: Representation of the POLIS model.](image)

6.2 Marked Graphs and Synchronous Dataflow Graphs

Marked graphs [7] and synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs [24, 25] are labeled directed graphs with nodes representing the actors of the system and edges denoting the communication and the corresponding queues between the actors. A function $m$ determines for each edge the number of initial tokens in the corresponding FIFO queue. Two functions $c$ and $p$ denote the numbers of tokens removed from the queue if the actor at its target fires and the number of tokens added to the queue if the actor at its source fires, respectively. An actor may fire if in its input queues $e$ there are at least $c(e)$ tokens. For marked graphs, we have $c(e) = p(e) = 1$ for all edges $e$.

A FunState model which behaves like an SDF graph can be constructed as follows. The whole graph is embedded into one component. Each actor is replaced by a function, each edge is replaced by a concatenation of an edge, a queue, and another edge. The initial numbers of tokens in these queues are determined by the initial numbers of tokens on the edges of the SDF graph. The values $c(e)$ and $p(e)$ are written at the corresponding incoming and outgoing edges of the functions. The state machine of the component has one state and one loop transition for each actor. The condition of each loop is the firing condition of the corresponding data flow actor (edge $e$ is at least $c(e)$ for all input queues $e$), and the action is an activation of the corresponding function. Thus, the actors are no longer autonomous, no further constraints on the model execution have been added.

Fig. 1 shows a FunState model corresponding to the SDF graph shown in Fig. 8. This is constructed as above and is an example of a global control strategy. An example of a model with a local control strategy is shown in Fig. 8. In the following sections, this strategy will be used to represent cyclo-static, Boolean, and dynamic actors.

![Figure 8: Example of a synchronous dataflow graph and its representation as a FunState model with local control. Only embedded component $C_1$ is shown.](image)

6.3 Cyclo-Static Dataflow Graphs

In cyclo-static dataflow [3, 11], production and consumption rates of actors change periodically. Fig. 9 shows a cyclo-static actor and the corresponding FunState component. The different communication behaviors of the cyclo-static actor are represented by separate functions in the FunState component. The state machine of the FunState component cycles through all possible consumption and production
rates by cyclically activating the corresponding functions. The FunState components representing the actors are connected as in Fig. 8.

![A cyclo-static dataflow node.](image1)

**Figure 9:** A cyclo-static dataflow node.

### 6.4 Boolean and Dynamic Dataflow Graphs

Boolean and dynamic dataflow graphs extend the previously described SDF model by introducing data dependent dataflow. In particular, in the BDF model, two additional types of nodes called SELECT and SWITCH are defined, see Fig. 10. SWITCH is enabled if the data input edge \( i \) and the control input edge \( c \) contain at least one token. Once enabled, the node decides based on the value \( cS1 = \{true, false\} \) of the first token to which output \( o1 \) or \( o2 \) the first token on the data input edge is transferred. The SELECT node acts similarly, i.e., a token on either input \( i1 \) or input \( i2 \) is transferred to output \( o \) if there is a token on \( c \) with value \( cS1 = true \) or \( cS1 = false \), respectively.

![SELECT and SWITCH nodes in Boolean dataflow graphs.](image2)

**Figure 10:** SELECT and SWITCH nodes in Boolean dataflow graphs.

Fig. 11 shows the corresponding FunState models. The conditions are defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
c_1 & : \ i1 # >= 1 \land c # >= 1 \land cS1 = true \\
c_2 & : \ i2 # >= 1 \land c # >= 1 \land cS1 = false \\
c_3 & : \ # >= 1 \land c # >= 1 \land cS1 = true \\
c_4 & : \ # >= 1 \land c # >= 1 \land cS1 = false
\end{align*}
\]

![SELECT and SWITCH nodes in the FunState model.](image3)

**Figure 11:** SELECT and SWITCH nodes in the FunState model.

As an example of a node type defined in dynamic dataflow graphs, Fig. 12 shows a non-deterministic merge node and its equivalent FunState model. A MERGE node is enabled for firing if at least one input edge contains at least one token. The node selects non-deterministically which token is transferred to the output.

![MERGE node in the FunState model.](image4)

**Figure 12:** MERGE node in the FunState model.

### 6.5 Petri Nets

At a first glance, the FunState model seems to be almost equivalent to colored Petri nets (CPN) [18]. But there are several major differences which as well tune the Petri net model to the application domain of the FunState model and at the same time generalize it.

The queues can be related to places in Petri nets. But queues in the FunState model have a FIFO behavior whereas this is not the case in CPN. This restriction matches the modeling power necessary for embedded systems and simplifies the operational semantics to a great extent.

Usually, there are no registers defined in CPN. In order to model the usual mechanism of passing values through writing and reading of variables, this capability has been added.

The activation and firing conditions are more general than in CPN as arbitrary predicates on the queues in the preset of a function can be used. Moreover, in the FunState model, these predicates can be different from the number of tokens removed while firing.

In a CPN, the transitions are continuously ready for being activated. In the FunState model, this can be controlled by the finite state machine. This capability enables the simple consideration of limited resources and scheduling policies.

### 7 Relationship between FunState and SPI

In contrast to FunState, SPI does not explicitly separate between control and data flow. Although SPI processes may have internal data and thus an internal state [38], this state is not explicitly represented and thus not visible. Differences in a SPI process external behavior due to state-dependencies are modeled by uncertainty intervals. Even the refinement of process behavior using process modes [39] does not have a notion of state since the execution mode of a process is determined only based on the contents of incoming channels and is "forgotten" at completion of execution. Thus, with the existing set of constructs, the state of a SPI model is only composed of the channel contents (amounts of tokens and mode tags). FunState refines the SPI model by adding the capability of explicitly modeling state information and control flow separately from data flow.

In the following, it is shown how both models correspond, and translation rules are given and explained by means of simple examples. Since in this paper only an untimed version of FunState is presented, timing is ignored for SPI elements as well.

The most important difference between FunState and SPI is the control strategy. While SPI processes are autonomous like actors in dataflow models of computation, FunState functions and (embedded) components are controlled by a state machine. Due to state machines in FunState, it is not generally possible to represent every FunState model with SPI\(^2\). On the other hand, the representation of SPI models in FunState is generally possible and equivalent to the representation of dataflow models using a local control strategy (see Fig. 8).

Straight forward correspondences exist for the directly equivalent storage elements in FunState and SPI. Also, FunState functions and SPI processes without modes and hierarchy directly correspond. In the following, it is shown how a SPI process can be represented by a FunState component and vice versa.

A SPI process can be directly represented by a FunState component having a state machine with a single state and several loop transitions that all start and end in this state. The actions of these transitions trigger functions in the dataflow network representing the modes of the corresponding SPI process. The condition of each

\(^2\)excluding function variants and configurations as proposed in [30]

\(^3\)It is possible to explicitly model the state machine by a process that controls the execution of each element of the dataflow network. But the synchronous semantics is lost when doing this
transition can be extracted from the activation function of the SPI process by combining the conditions of the rules mapping to the respective mode. A potential uncertainty in the mode selection of a SPI process resulting in a set of possible modes is equivalent to the possible non-determinism in the state machine of a FunState component. This analogy is shown for an example in Fig. 13 where $M$ is the set of modes, $A$ is the activation function for process $P$, and $C_P$ is the FunState component representing process $P$.

$A = \{a_1, a_2\}
\begin{align*}
a_1: & (i \geq 2) \land (i \neq 3) \land (i(1) \neq "a") \\
a_2: & (i \geq 2) \land (i \neq 3) \land (i(1) \neq "a")
\end{align*}$

Figure 13: Translation of a SPI process into a FunState component.

For the translation of a FunState component into a SPI process, there are two different strategies. One approach is to abstract the FunState component such that it composes with the above component template that can be easily translated into a SPI process. In the general case, this abstraction of the FunState component involves loss of information due to the necessary state reduction in the component’s state machine.

The other approach is to model the state-dependent behavior of the FunState component in SPI. This can be achieved by using virtual feedback channels for the SPI process that shall represent a FunState component. So the SPI process can change the state information as well as use it for adapting its behavior accordingly.

The state of a FunState component is composed of the state of its FunState component in SPI. This can be achieved by using virtual feedback channels for the SPI process that shall represent a FunState component. So the SPI process can change the state information as well as use it for adapting its behavior accordingly.

The state of a FunState component is composed of the state of its state machine and the contents of its internal storage elements. Due to the unbounded FIFO queues this results in an infinite state space that cannot be visualized using a single feedback channel since there is only a finite mode tag set to encode the state. Thus, one virtual channel is used for encoding the states of the FunState component’s state machine using mode tags. Additionally, for each internal storage element that is contained in a predicate of the component’s state machine, a virtual feedback channel is added to the corresponding SPI process. Then, each transition in the FunState component’s state machine can be represented by a mode of the SPI process. The behavior and activation rules of this mode can be directly derived from the triggered actions and the predicates, respectively.

8 Applicable Methods

The purpose of this section is to show the versatility of the FunState model by the use of examples for its application. Again, we would like to emphasize that FunState essentially is used as an internal representation model during the design phase, e.g., for HW/SW cosynthesis.

8.1 Formal Verification

There are many different purposes of formal verification of an internal design representation. Instead of dealing directly with the system specification, properties of a representation can be checked which is the basis for design steps like scheduling, binding, and allocation. It is possible to verify certain properties of a partially completed design. For example, one may want to prove that a chosen schedule results in a deadlock-free implementation or necessitates only a bounded amount of memory.

The proposed verification strategy for FunState models is based on their representation in form of regular state machines, see Section 5. Of course, during the verification, the state space is not enumerated explicitly.

The efficient verification of process models like FunState leads to a number of problems. Here, a new approach based on interval diagram techniques is described based on previous results described in [33]. These results are extended from simple process networks towards the more complex FunState model containing both finite-state control components and infinite-state dataflow queues. In particular, the verification consists of four steps. (1) Formulation of the verification goal by means of a computation tree logic (CTL) formula, e.g., [27]. (2) Representation of the state transition relation in form of an interval mapping diagram (IMD). (3) Representation of state sets as interval decision diagrams (IDDs). (4) Applying to IDDs Boolean operations, quantification, and state set mapping using an IMD until a fixpoint is reached according to the verification goal.

Interval diagram techniques have shown to be convenient for formal verification of, e.g., process networks [33], Petri nets, and timed automata. This new approach remedies some deficiencies of traditional symbolic model checking (27) approaches based on binary decision diagrams (BDDs) and provides advantages with regard to computation time and memory resources.

Consider the example FunState model of Fig. 1. To show that $q_2$ may never contain more than 4 tokens, the CTL formula $AG(q_2 \leq 4)$ can be checked. As this formula evaluates to true, it is proven that the memory required for $q_2$ is bounded by 4. Another simple example is the formula $AG EF (q_1 \# \geq 1)$ which means that it is always possible to reach a state with $q_2$ elements.

Apart from this, formal verification may assist during the development of scheduling policies. The system model may be extended to describe one or several dynamic or hybrid scheduling policies, too, of which the behavior is verified together with the system model.

In a hierarchical approach to solve complex scheduling problems it is necessary that the result of partially scheduling components can be represented in the same model. With this information, further scheduling steps can be performed. This stepwise refinement corresponds to the stepwise reduction of the non-determinism in the model. Due to the lack of space, we have to concentrate on one scheduling example. Further mechanisms which may be represented by FunState models are shown in [35].

8.2 Representing Schedules

First, we describe the use of FunState as a representation model for several classes of scheduling policies. Afterwards, a methodology is sketched how to symbolically determine a partially static schedule of a FunState model.

In a hierarchical approach to solve complex scheduling problems it is necessary that the result of partially scheduling components can be represented in the same model. With this information, further scheduling steps can be performed. This stepwise refinement corresponds to the stepwise reduction of the non-determinism in the model. Due to the lack of space, we have to concentrate on one scheduling example. Further mechanisms which may be represented by FunState models are shown in [35].
composition facility of parallel state machines.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 14: Two possibilities for static periodic scheduling.

### 8.3 Symbolic Scheduling

In addition to formal verification as described above, symbolic methods may be used not only to analyze but even to develop scheduling policies for FunState models. A symbolic scheduling method for heterogeneous embedded systems represented by FunState models has been introduced in [34]. Symbolic scheduling methods often outperform both ILP and heuristic methods while yielding exact results.

To overcome drawbacks of either purely static or dynamic scheduling approaches and to combine their advantages, Lee proposed a technique called quasi-static scheduling [21]. Similarly to static scheduling, most of the scheduling decisions are made during the design process, providing only few run-time overhead and partial predictability. Only data-dependent choices—depending on the value of the data or resulting from a reactive, control-oriented behavior—have to be postponed until run time. Techniques related to quasi-static scheduling have been developed using, e.g., constraint graphs [20, 8], dynamic dataflow graphs [5], actors with data-dependent execution times [15], free-choice Petri nets [32], and FunState models [34].

#### 8.3.1 Conflict-Dependent Scheduling

Problems which are typical for the design of complex embedded systems are, e.g., different kinds of non-determinism such as partially unknown specification (to be resolved at design time), data-dependent control flow (to be resolved at run time), or unknown scheduling policy (to be resolved at compile time), and dependencies between design decisions for different system components. These properties necessitate new scheduling approaches as the number of execution paths to be considered grows exponentially with increasing degrees of non-determinism. Moreover, the complexity of the models of computation and communication greatly increases the danger of system deadlocks or queue overflows, see, e.g., [22].

The new scheduling method named conflict-dependent scheduling [34] is able to deal with mixed data/control flow specifications and takes into account different mechanisms of non-determinism as occurring in the design of embedded systems. It guarantees to find a deadlock-free and bounded schedule if one exists. The generated schedule consists of statically scheduled blocks which are dynamically called at run time.

Applying conflict-dependent scheduling to a FunState model may be regarded as an example of a refinement step using FunState as an internal design representation. The specification as well as the result of the scheduling procedure are represented as FunState models. The scheduling method proceeds as follows. (1) The basis is a FunState model which specifies all possible schedules by means of non-determinate transition behavior—representing all design alternatives. (2) By symbolic exploration of the resulting regular state machine, the state space is traversed to search for cycles representing valid schedules. This is motivated by the fact that after having traversed a cycle in the dynamic state transition diagram, an already visited state is reached for which the scheduling behavior is known. (3) The extracted schedule is transformed into a finite state machine which then is compacted using state minimization techniques.

(4) Finally, the result is embedded in the original FunState model by replacing the schedule specification part. Furthermore, it may be transformed into program code.

#### 8.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Example

The scheduling methodology is explained with the following example. The introduced approach has been applied to perform conflict-dependent scheduling for a molecular dynamics simulation system [34]. As shown in Fig. 15, the simplified fundamental algorithm has been mapped onto a host workstation (Host) linked to a special purpose hardware accelerator serving as a coprocessor (CoPro).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 15: Molecular dynamics model with schedule specification.

The simulation mainly consists of repeated computations in the feedback loop distributed among both processors where atom forces (AF) are computed (F), added up (S), and integrated (I) to calculate new atom coordinates (AC, AR). After a variable number of iterations, the central coordinates of slowly moving sub-molecules called charge groups (CG) are updated (C). Then, a new list of neighbors called pair list (PL) is computed (D, V, P, U). The state machine of component Host describes a specification of possible schedules for Host (item 1 of the above methodology description).

The moment when to start the pair list computation is unknown until run time. This fact represents a conflict which is modeled using a light-shaded conflict state. Conflicts can be resolved only at run time, hence, no design decision is possible. Conflicts occur, for instance, when decisions depending on the value of data or environmental circumstances have to be taken. In contrast to this, all transitions starting in a dark-shaded state represent design alternatives which may be chosen during schedule development. White states in the FunState model are states which either have only one outgoing transition or of which all transitions have disjoint predicates. Thus, the transition behavior of these states is determine. Note that in component CoPro the state with two outgoing transitions is determinate for this reason.

Intuitively, the symbolic techniques for conflict-dependent scheduling as proposed in [34] replace dark-shaded states by white states—taking decisions and thus removing design alternatives (item 2). The result is the schedule controller automaton shown in Fig. 16 (item 3) which may replace the automaton of component Host of Fig. 15 for analysis or synthesis purposes (item 4). It consists of two static cycles and a conflict state switching between them. The schedule is respecting the specification of CoPro. Note that even the schedule of CoPro is not static as it depends on the content of queue PP. For implementational efficiency, the original comparison $DF\# \geq 15$ has been automatically replaced by the non-zero test $DF\# > 0$.

The controller automaton can easily be transformed into program code as shown in Table 1 as pseudo code. The predicate $p$ identifies the run-time decision associated to the conflict node.
9 Summary and Conclusion

As has been explained in this paper, the FunState model enables the internal representation of complex system behavior. To cope with the design complexity, a hierarchical step-by-step approach is advertised and supported by the FunState model. The approach can be interpreted as a stepwise reduction of the non-determinism in a system specification.

In the present paper, only the basic untimed semantics of FunState is described. Extensions towards timed functions, the representation of timing constraints and timing properties can be found in [35].
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Table 1: Controller program code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a:</td>
<td>if p then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:</td>
<td>D: V: P:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;</td>
<td>while DF# = 0 nop;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S:</td>
<td>goto a;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>